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JIŘÍ PAČINEK-HISTORY

Jiri Pacinek is one of the most significant and talented international art
glass masters working today.  Born 1972 in Litomerice, Czech Republic, he
was captivated and inspired to become a glassmaker during a preliminary
school trip to Novy Bor.  In 1987 Jiri started his study of glassmaking at
Apprentice Glass Centre in Novy Bor where he received his theoretical and
craft skills from the greatest Czech glass masters of the time.

By 1990, Jiri was a young glass apprentice at the glassworks Chribska,
world’s oldest functioning glass factory since 1414.  Jiri trained in hot hand
shaping and blowing glass. This skill base was his foundation for his long
productive engagement working at and helping to found the world renowned
art glassworks Ajeto in Lindava, Czech Republic, where he begun to work in
1993.
Later from 1996 - 2007 heading his own production team at Ajeto,  Jiri
collaborated and worked with the co-founders significant art glass master,
Petr Novotny and worldrenowned architect, Borek Sipek. After many foreign
glass tours in the United States, Germany, Netherlands, Italy and other
important destinations, Jiri Pacinek could  make with his  glass skills not
only traditional Czech glassmaking  and theworks of other artists, but he
also had developed his personal signature style of glassmaking skills.  He
had the capacity for both making extremely large and detailed glass objects.
His work was so original and recognizable, Jiri was abled to found his own
independent glass company brand, Pacinek Glass in 2007. At that time and
fulfilling his dreams, Jiri reconstructed an old country house in Lindava  and
built and founded his first glass studio there. “The glassworks became his
home and his home became the glassworks.”

Through  his hard and honest work and glass making skills and talents
Pacinek  Glass has become an established name.  Jiri Pacinek is sought
after by international artists, architects, and designers wanting to work with
him.  Outgrowing his production capacity and space, Jiri established a
second glassworks built upon the foundation of an old farmhouse and horse
barn near the village Kunratice by Cvikov.  With traces of no previous glass
history, this beautiful rural place became the new Pacinek Glassworks,
having its grand opening in 2015 next to a local baroque church.

Pacinek Glassworks includes hot shop, cutting shop, and gallery as well as
an intimate open-air Crystal Garden.  Locals and visitors are captivated as
they walk in the garden between spectacular, colorful glass objects, plants
and creatures.  No wonder, Jiri Pacinek is an important and valued member
of newly presented destination project created by Liberec county under the
name Crystal Valley,  a genuine glass heritage place.



JIRI PACINEK-TECHNOLOGY

Jiri Pacinek and his glass team create a body of work based on his
technique of hot-shaped and mouth-blown glass. Twelve glass masters work
at Lindava and Kunratice by  Cvikov Glassworks.

They present famous Czech glass blowing methods and unique glass
techniques using traditional glassmakers tools such as pipes, shears,
tweezers.  Much of the terminology and techniques come from the mutually
shared cultural Czech and German history and local border-line
surroundings, previously known as Bohemia.  Jiri’s glass technique is based
on an improved recipe of soda potassium clear glass.

Glass is a compound of clean glass silica sand, soda, potassium, limestone
and other chemical agents reacting together as they melt together at 1300
degrees Celsius for 10 hours in the fire clay pot within the thermally insulated
furnace fueled by natural gas or propane.  While the melting pot lasts a few
months depending on wear, the furnace oven can last 5 years. When the
glass temperature has been lowered to the ideal working temperature of 1150
degrees Celsius and the ideal molten bubble free clear glass has been
created,  the glassblowers take it out of the furnace with metal blowing pipes
to blow and hand shape it.

There is always only one glass color melting in one pot. Kunratice glassworks
has therefore four separate ovens, capable of melting both clear transparent
glass and also traditional colors blue, green, and red.

The most unique color melted is citron, a shiny yellow UV sensitive glass, in
which Uranium oxide is a main coloring agent.

After a glass product is finished by the glassmaker, it is necessary to
carefully cool it down from a production temperature of 600 degrees Celsius
to a safe 40 degrees Celsius. This cooling takes 15 hours. Annealing
duration varies with the product type, shape, glass wall thickness and surface
glass applications. This annealing can take several days. Electrically
powered, glass annealing is done in special ovens, where the product stands
or is layered.

In addition to working hot at Pacinek Glassworks, an important part of the
production is done in the cutting shop where all  products are ground,
polished, drilled and finished until their final form.

Hand work and cutting machines are used. Flat cutting wheels finish edges
and bottoms of glass work, and vertical cutting wheels are used for
decorative cutting and art forming.
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